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Abstract

The articulatory effects of speaking rate have been a point of focus for a substantial literature in speech science. The normal aspects of speaking rate variation have influenced theories and models of speech production and perception in the literature pertaining to both normal and disordered speech. While the body of literature pertaining to the articulatory effects of speaking rate change is reasonably large, few speaker-general outcomes have emerged. The purpose of this paper is to review outcomes of the existing literature and address problems related to the study of speaking rate that may be germane to the recurring theme that speaking rate effects are largely idiosyncratic.

Introduction

Modifications of speaking rate have long been assumed to reveal information about the mechanisms underlying articulatory control (Stetson, 1951). Many studies regarding normal aspects of speech motor control have embraced this assumption, evoking rate variation from speakers as a primary experimental manipulation. The observations reported in such studies and the speculations that have arisen from them have influenced theories and models of speech production and speech perception (e.g., Guenther, 1995; Lindblom, 1963; Lindblom & Studdert-Kennedy, 1967; Saltzman & Munhall, 1989).

Individuals appear to prefer speaking at a rate that is idiosyncratic and, yet, bounded by certain “acceptable” limits (Tsao & Weismer, 1997). Speaking rates outside these limits may be characteristic of certain motor speech disorders (Nishio & Niimi, 2001, 2006; Weismer, Tjaden, & Kent, 1995), and rate manipulations have seen wide clinical use, particularly with regard to dysarthria (Blanchet & Snyder, 2010; Yorkston, Hakel, Beukelman, & Fager, 2007) and stuttering (Blomgren & Goberman, 2008; Logan, Roberts, Pretto, & Morey, 2002). Differentiating the impact of rate change from the impact of an external timing cue (such as a metronome) is a particularly poignant issue in the understanding of fluency enhancement strategies (Davidow, Botte, Richardson, & Andreatta, 2010). Thus, speaking rate is an important variable in theory, research, and practice regarding speech disorders.

Despite the relatively large quantity of speech science research pertaining to normal aspects of the articulatory effects of speaking rate, few speaker-general rules have emerged. In fact, the principal finding of research related to normal aspects of speaking rate is idiosyncrasy. The purpose of this paper is to review the literature pertaining to the articulatory effects of speaking rate change and present a discussion of methodological concerns that may be germane to the apparent elusiveness of a speaker-general model.
Kinematics

Studies of the kinematic effects of speaking rate derive data using a variety of instrumental techniques (cf., Stone, 1997). The bulk of these studies have analyzed rate-related changes for a relatively small number of kinematic dimensions. These dimensions include the speed/velocity of selected articulatory movements, the distance over which the articulator moves during one or more speech gestures, and relative timing (phasing) of articulatory movements. At first glance, it would seem that varying speaking rate would have to involve altering at least one of these dimensions of movement. For example, to increase speaking rate, a speaker could

1. Move articulators an equivalent distance, but increase speed/velocity,
2. Maintain similar speed/velocity but reduce the size of movements so less distance has to be covered, or
3. Create greater overlap in articulatory movements associated with successive phonetic elements (increasing coarticulation/coproduction).

To date, the data suggest that the particular constellation of rate-induced changes in these parameters often differs between speakers, contexts, and articulators. These findings prompted Gay (1981) to argue that these rate-induced kinematic transformations are not only multidimensional, but also nonlinear, presumably suggesting that the relationships between a quantitative measure of rate, such as segment duration, and the various kinematic parameters do not change monotonically.

Rate-Induced Variation in Articulatory Speed and Distance

The term “speed” refers to the scalar magnitude of the velocity vector calculated for each position sample of a movement (Tasko & Westbury, 2002). Since velocity is a vector quantity, it characterizes rate of change in a specified direction. Throughout this paper the terms “speed” and “velocity” will be used interchangeably, because both are common in the literature and they are conceptually related. In strict usage, however, these are different measures. Velocity is a characterization of the rate of change of a movement history along a single movement dimension (i.e., “up-down” or “front-back” or “side-to-side”). Alternatively, speed refers to rate of change in position without restriction to a single movement dimension. Consequently, speed is a characterization of the total rate of change of a movement trajectory. It is necessary to draw these distinctions because measurement of velocity implies that the local coordinate system defining a single movement dimension adequately captures the speech movements of interest and that this axis remains valid within and across speaker and context. For example, simply measuring the velocity of “up-down” movements of the tongue during vowel production is very likely to miss key aspects of vowel articulation. Measurement of speed avoids such an implication, making it immune to the influence of variation in the orientation of the local coordinate system within or across speaker and context.

Several studies of speaking rate effects on articulator movement velocities have reported increased “peak” velocities (velocity maxima) with increased speaking rate (Abbs, 1973; Adams, Weismer, & Kent, 1993; Flege, 1988; Gay & Hirose, 1973; Hertrich & Ackermann, 2000; Kuehn & Moll, 1976; Ostry & Munhall, 1985; Shaiman, 2001, 2002). This is consistent with the notion that, in order to speak faster, one must move one’s articulators faster. However, these results have not always been consistent across articulators. For example, Hertrich and Ackermann (2000) collected tongue, lips, and jaw data from 9 speakers using electromagnetic articulography. Their speakers produced two speaking rates by speaking in sync with synthetic syllable stimuli presented binaurally. The authors concluded that there may be a distinction between rate effects on jaw versus lips and tongue, reporting increases in (amplitude scaled) peak velocity for jaw movements, but not the lips and tongue. McClean (2000) also reported data suggesting that the jaw and lips may differ with respect to the impact of rate change. His kinematic study of 9 speakers producing three speaking rates revealed both relative increases
and decreases in articulator movement velocity across subjects during fast speech, with consistently reduced velocities during slow speech. Tasko and McLean (2004) found a similar pattern of complex velocity changes for 15 speakers. McLean (2000) concluded that subjects displayed different strategies to change rate and individual differences may be particularly apparent with regard to jaw movement. Other reports have indicated little or no evidence of changes in articulator velocities as a function of speaking rate (Bengueral & Cohen, 1974; Kent & Moll, 1972) and individual differences with regard to the occurrence of velocity changes (Flege, 1988; Kuehn & Moll, 1976; Ostry & Munhall, 1985).

Studies that emphasize individual differences in rate effects on articulator velocity often included tongue movement data. Ostry and Munhall (1985) report that 1 of their 3 speakers increased peak tongue velocity to increase speaking rate. Flege (1988) reported equivalent findings with 1 of his 3 speakers. Conversely, Kent and Moll’s (1972) study of 2 speakers revealed little evidence of a direct relationship between velocity and speaking rate. The authors observed instances of relatively increased tongue velocity at the slower of the 2 speaking rates coupled with proportional changes in movement distance.

Kuehn and Moll (1976) analyzed cineradiographic data from speakers producing three speaking rates. The authors reported that two of the speaking rates were kinematically indistinct (“normal” and “slow”), but that speakers produced distinctions between these rates and a “fast” speaking rate using different (speaker-specific) proportions of velocity and movement distance change. Speakers demonstrated patterns of velocity increase, decrease, or no change in articulator velocity with an increase in speaking rate.

Goozee, Lapointe and Murdoch (2003) studied tongue movements of 8 male talkers producing two rates (habitual and fast) during repetitions of /ta/ and /ka/. Four subjects exhibited no consistent changes in velocity, while 2 decreased velocity and 2 increased velocity to achieve faster rates. Seven of the 8 subjects reduced movement distances at increased rate. The authors suggested four different strategies to increase speaking rate (in order of apparent popularity): (a) reduce distance, (b) reduce velocity and distance, (c) increase velocity and decrease distance, and (d) increase velocity with no change in distance. These conclusions highlight the apparent idiosyncrasy within a single kinematic parameter (velocity) and underscore the possibility of interactions between multiple kinematic parameters. In a comparative study of 8 young and 8 older females, Goozee, Stephenson, Murdoch, Darnell, and Lapointe (2005) found similar variability across subjects, albeit with an apparently pervasive reduction in movement distances with rate increase (across contexts and speaker groups). The authors suggested that such a pervasive articulatory undershoot effect may reflect a “reactive” (rather than “active”) mechanism of rate control geared toward an economy of physical effort (Nelson, 1983). This interpretation was based primarily on the observation that the only changes in movement velocity (across rates) that were observed maintained a positive correlation with movement distance changes.

Several studies of speaking rate have reported evidence of a direct relationship between movement speed and distance (Abbs, 1973; Hertrich & Ackermann, 2000; Kent & Moll, 1972; Kuehn & Moll, 1976; Ostry & Munhall, 1985; Shaiman, 2001). It has been suggested that the ratio of these two variables changes systematically with movement duration (Kelso, Vatikiotis-Bateson, Saltzman, & Kay, 1985; Ostry & Munhall, 1985) and that this value may be useful for describing articulator “stiffness” in a simple mass-spring model of articulation. The implication of such a model is that the ratio of (peak) speed/distance is a parameter that is explicitly modulated by the speech motor control system. This concept is potentially parsimonious, given that modulations of two variables can be accounted for by a single concept: “isochrony,” the tendency to scale movement speed and distance to limit durational variation (Kelso et al., 1985; Viviani & Cenzato, 1985).

The generalizability of such a conceptual model may seem questionable, particularly with regard to speaking rate change, considering that a direct relationship between the two variables is not ubiquitous (Abbs, 1973; Benguerel & Cowan, 1974; Gay, 1981; Flege, 1988;
Kent & Moll, 1972; Kuehn & Moll, 1976). In fact, while observations of increases in articulator speed with increases in speaking rate tend to be common (though, not “universal”), corresponding decreases in articulator movement distance tend to be more common than increases (Byrd & Tan, 1996; Flege, 1988; Gay, Ushijima, Hirose, & Cooper, 1974; Kent & Moll, 1972; Ostry & Munhall, 1985; Shaiman, 2001). Thus, across speaking rates, we might expect an inverse relationship between speed and distance to be more likely than a direct relationship. In fact, McClean and Tasko (2003) studied 3 speakers’ lower lip and jaw movements across six rate conditions; defined using time-warped speaker-specific utterances as performance targets. All targets were based on proportional changes from the talker’s habitual rate. Kinematic results suggested that the relationship between movement speed and distance appeared to be affected by rate.

Perkell, Zandipour, Matthies, and Lane (2002) studied 7 speakers producing CVCs in a carrier phrase at three speaking rates. Attempting to assess the implications of an “economy of effort” model (Nelson, 1983), these authors completed a performance space analysis (speed x distance x duration) and concluded that slow speech can be differentiated from habitual and fast speech due to the loss of the proportional relationship between movement duration and distance. The authors concluded that slow speech may be “un-natural” for speakers. The notion that slow speech is categorically different from habitual and fast speech is also reflected through the analysis of changes in velocity over time (so-called velocity profiles).

**Rate-Induced Variation in Velocity Profiles**

As an alternative to descriptions of the effect of rate of change on some discrete kinematic parameter (e.g., average or peak velocity), some researchers have suggested the analysis of more complete histories of articulator velocity (Adams et al., 1993; Munhall, Ostry, & Parush, 1985; Ostry et al., 1987; Shaiman, Adams, & Kimelman, 1997). These velocity profiles have been attributed great significance in some control models of human movement (Plamondon, 1995). The velocity profile provides a more complete view of the manner in which an articulatory movement is completed. For example, the velocity profile could be a relatively simple unimodal pattern where the articulator accelerates away from a starting position and then decelerates as it reaches the final position, much like a car moving from one stop light to the next with no traffic. Alternatively, the velocity profile might be more complex with multiple accelerations and decelerations, more akin to a car that is speeding up and slowing down to meet traffic demands.

Adams, Weismer, and Kent (1993) provide a detailed analysis of characteristics of velocity profiles for closing and opening movements of the tongue tip and lower lip conditioned by speaking rate changes. They analyzed kinematic data acquired from 5 speakers producing five speaking rates using a magnitude production task. The authors reported a tendency across speakers for single-peaked (unimodal), symmetrical profiles to be associated with faster speaking rates, and multi-peaked, asymmetrical profiles to be associated with slower speaker rates. They concluded that these observations may evidence changes in motor control strategies across the speaking rate continuum, with faster rates associated with pre-programmed, unitary movements, and slower rates associated with feedback driven, multiple sub-movements.

Figure 1, adapted from Berry (2003,) demonstrates comparable findings for dorsal tongue marker movements during the vowel in the word “bag” produced in a carrier phrase across a wide range of speaking rates. Note the apparent tendency for the speed histories (velocity profiles) to become less clearly unimodal as speaking rate slows (vowel duration increases). There is also an apparent tendency for the maximum speed to reduce and for the minimum speed to increase as vowel duration increases. These observations highlight the possibility that some pertinent effects of rate may not be clearly conveyed through single, discrete-time measures.
Rate-Induced Variation in Phasing of Articulatory Movements

Hypothetically, speaking rate can also be varied by varying the relative timing of successive articulatory movements, so that the overall duration of the event series is shortened. Increasing the “overlap” between two successive movements would decrease the overall duration and thus increase rate. We commonly refer to this process as coarticulation or coproduction. For example, when producing the first syllable in the word “object,” the speaker will have to lower the mandible for the low back vowel and also begin to approximate the lips to produce the bilabial plosive that follows. When the speaker simply begins the lip approximation earlier (relative to the jaw lowering), the overall duration of the sequence can be shortened, thus increasing speaking rate. Measures that reflect inter-articulator temporal overlap or phasing have been studied. Like the other kinematic parameters, rate-induced effects on phasing appear to be far from predictable. The literature includes reports that increasing speaking rate results in (a) increased overlap, (b) no change in overlap, or (c) decreased overlap (Abbs, 1973; Boyce, Krakow, Bell-Berti, & Gelfer, 1990; Byrd & Tan, 1996; Engstrand, 1988; Shaiman, Adams, & Kimelman, 1995; Shaiman, 2001, 2002).

Following Shaiman (2002), several different measures may reflect upon inter-articulator temporal overlap. Candidate measures include prozone peak velocity, and the phase angle (defined using a normalization of movement displacement and velocity expressed in a polar coordinate a space). The procedure for deriving this latter parameter is detailed by Kelso et al. (1985). Shaiman (2002) reported that phase angle decreased (an upcoming movement occurred relatively sooner) with increasing rate when data were averaged across subjects. Shaiman et al. (1995) studied 8 speakers producing three speaking rates using a magnitude production task. Five speakers showed significant changes in phase angle across changes in speaking rate. Of these 5, 3 had decreased phase angles with shorter jaw cycle durations and 2 had increased phase angles with shorter jaw cycle duration. As is typical of results reported for rate effects on other kinematic measures, individual differences appear to the rule, rather than the exception.

Theoretical treatments that attribute great importance to phase rely on the assumption that inter-articulatory phase varies in some systematic way (Saltzman & Byrd, 2000). Despite the lack of consistent speech production data supporting such an assumption, the plausibility of a phase-based kinematic model of speaking rate can be assessed in terms of the acoustic consequences of phase changes in an articulatory synthesizer. Figure 2, adapted from Berry
(2002), shows a series of second formant (F2) patterns for the diphthong in the word “boy” generated with an articulatory synthesizer. The basic patterns of movement for the articulators of the synthesizer were derived from kinematic patterns measured for a single speaker saying the word “boy.” By systematically shifting the temporal overlap of movements of the tongue with respect to lip and jaw, a series of rate-varied repetitions of the diphthong segment were generated. The top of Figure 2 displays the formant patterns resulting simply from shifting the degree of temporal overlap (articulatory phasing). The maximum simulated changes in segment duration that could be obtained with a phase-only model were small compared to the increases demonstrated by human speaker. Moreover, isolated changes in inter-articulatory timing (without other changes in the speed or distance of movement) resulted in apparent instabilities in the form of the F2 pattern. The bottom of Figure 2 displays the formant patterns that resulted from simultaneously changing the phasing and the speed of different articulators. Note the apparent increase in the homogeneity of the acoustic patterns across rates. These findings underscore the complexity of the problem of inferring between different levels of analysis.

Figure 2. The top panel displays the acoustic effects of speaking rate change simulated by only changing the phasing of articulatory movements with an articulatory synthesizer. Note the apparent instabilities in the resulting acoustic pattern. The bottom panel displays the apparently stabilizing influence of adding simulated changes in articulatory speed.

**Speaking Rate and Articulatory-Acoustic Relations**

The modeling results reported by Berry (2002) suggest that apparently distinct individual strategies defined kinematically (e.g., speed change versus phase change) may work synergistically to stabilize acoustic output. Thus, a speaker-general goal, such as the
production of a stable acoustic output, may condition individual differences at the kinematic level of analysis, due to variation in articulatory-acoustic mapping between speakers. Mefferd and Green (2010) reported a unique attempt to study the relationship between articulatory and acoustic variability during speaking rate changes across three rates produced by 10 speakers. They computed spatiotemporal index values (Smith, Johnson, McGillem, & Goffman, 2000) to describe variability in tongue sensor distances and acoustic (formant) distances between the vowels /i/ and /a/ across rate and clarity conditions. The authors reported a poor association between kinematic and acoustic variability and suggested that the relative acoustic stability could be the synergistic result of articulatory changes engaged to maximize acoustic stability. While such an interpretation is consistent with theoretical perspectives pertinent to articulatory-acoustic relations (c.f., Maeda, 1991; Stevens, 1989), a persistent challenge in appraising the adequacy of such an explanation derives from the wide diversity of phonetic content and speaking task. To bolster experimental control and create a manageable quantity of data to analyze, phonetic content and speaking task are often narrowly controlled in rate studies.

Tasko and McClean (2004) reported a unique appraisal of the interaction between the kinematic effects of rate change and speaking task. They studied tongue, lip, and jaw movements for 15 male talkers producing repetitions of a nonsense utterance and a sentence at three self-determined rates. Across subjects, movement duration was longest for slow, moderate for habitual, and shortest for fast rate replicates. Speed and distance decreased from habitual to slow, but neither variable followed a statistically significant trend in changing from habitual to fast rate. These effects were not equivalent across articulator. In particular, duration comparisons between habitual-slow and habitual-fast were non-significant for the tongue; distance comparisons were non-significant for the lower lip and mandible, and speed comparisons were non-significant for mandible. Most notably, duration and distance effects interacted with speech task. Duration was more affected in nonsense productions than in real sentences, whereas distance was more affected in sentences than nonsense productions. Overall, the authors demonstrated that speaking task and articulator interact with rate effects in complex ways. The potential effect of such interactions on experimental design and the generalizability of experimental results must be strongly considered by researchers and research consumers.

**Acoustic Effects of Speaking Rate Change**

Despite the preceding discussion, which suggests that acoustic effects of rate change may be small (relative to kinematic variability), studies of the acoustic effects of speaking rate change have identified a variety of speaker and context-related effects on formants (Agwuele, Sussman, & Lindblom, 2008; Fourakis, 1991; Gay, 1968, 1978; Hertrich & Ackermann, 1995; Lindblom, 1963; Pitermann, 2000; Rosen et al., 2011; Tjaden & Weismer, 1998; van Son & Pols, 1992; Weismer & Berry, 2003). Taken together, these studies indicate a wide range of possible speaker-specific and context-related effects of speaking rate change. Evidence has been documented for changes in discrete-time formant measures, changes in formant transition slope, changes in the size of acoustic vowel space, and changes in the shape of formant patterns. The most commonly reported finding of discrete-time acoustic studies reflects “undershoot” of the formant target values with increasing rate (Lindblom, 1963).

Because of the relatively greater context sensitivity of F2 compared to F1 and F3 (Stevens & House, 1963), effects on F2 have received the most attention. For example, Weismer and Berry (2003) reported rate-induced changes in both discrete-time acoustic parameters (e.g., F2 onset and F2 target values) and F2 trajectory shapes within and across 6 speakers producing a wide range of speaking rates. Speaker and (vowel) context-conditioned differences in the rate-induced effects on discrete-time parameters were pervasive. These findings may not be surprising given that context-related changes in formant shape may be impractically complex to describe mathematically (Broad & Clermont, 1987).
Design and Analysis Issues

The majority of studies of speaking rate variation have used designs that compare outcome measures between a few nominal rate conditions (e.g., slow, habitual, fast). A dependent measure of rate variation (e.g., segment duration) is often compared across conditions to confirm that subjects produced different responses between conditions. However, following such preliminary analysis, many studies neglect to treat rate as a continuous (dependent) variable, opting instead to only compare the effects on other dependent variables (e.g., speed, distance) across rate conditions. While such an approach may seem reasonable for bolstering scientific control and interpretability, it is unclear that any theoretical justification exists for treating speaking rate as a categorical variable. Moreover, it is well established that categorical treatment of a continuous variable can have several negative and potentially misleading statistical effects (c.f., MacCallum, Zhang, Preacher, & Rucker, 2002; Royston, Altman, & Sauerbrei, 2006; Taylor & Yu, 2002).

This concern begs the question of whether speaking rate should be conceptualized as a continuous or categorical construct. This question pertains to speaking rate as a “speaker-general” phenomenon and speaking rate variation within a particular speaker. While many speech scientists would agree that there are individual differences in speaker’s preferred rate, we currently have a very limited understanding of what the normal range of rate variation is and how and why speakers differ. The limited research addressing this issue has focused on the dichotomy between “fast” and “slow” talkers (Crystal & House, 1988) and involves only a relatively small literature. Categorical differentiation across speakers is a distinct concern from categorical differentiation of behaviors exhibited within speakers. Yet, in the context of the empirical study of speaking rate, it is likely that these two concerns interact in troubling ways.

Tsao and Weismer (1997, 2006) proposed that habitual rate differences between speakers may be influenced by individual differences in neuromuscular capabilities. Consistent with this hypothesis, they found that “slow” talkers produced maximum rates that approximated the habitual rates of “fast” talkers. This finding suggests a potential analytic problem for cross-subject pooling of rate data defined categorically and a potential speaker-general confound in characterizing the effects of rate change.

The pooling problem may occur due to the possibility that categorically distinct behaviors may be wrongly treated as homogeneous. Assuming that a categorical rate elicitation task evokes ordinal changes in some quantitative index of speaking rate (within speaker), pooling across speakers (within categories) could result in data that differ (statistically) between categories—thus, apparently confirming that slow, habitual, and fast are “different” categories. Yet, the constituency of data within each category may represent very different locations along the global (speaker-general) continuum of speaking rate. As a consequence, comparisons of a dependent variable, such as articulatory speed or distance, across categories of rate may well be compromised by the erroneous presumption that the categories are constituted by comparable data.

The speaker-general confound may result from attempting to solve the pooling problem. For example, data could simply be categorized based on a quantitative measure of rate. By defining cut points along the rate continuum, categories could be defined to include data within a specified range of the quantitative measure of rate (much like a histogram). This approach might be justified by the natural occurrence of multiple modes along the continuum of a quantitative measure of rate. However, data presented by Weismer and Berry (2003) do not seem to support the assumption of a clearly multi-modal rate distribution. Moreover, even if such a natural justification for categorization existed, post-hoc categorization could still result in different individual speakers’ contributing more or less data to each rate category. Specifically, the slow rate data would be populated primarily by tokens exhibited by the slowest speakers; the habitual category would be populated by a mixture of slow and fast talkers; and the fast rate data would be constituted primarily by data from the fast talkers. Thus, an analysis of the distinction between rate categories would be confounded by differences between
speakers (with respect to preferred rates and ranges of rate change). Such a dilemma may be
resolved only by improving upon our understanding of the normal range of variation in
speaking rate, so that screening measures can be developed that will allow control for
individual differences in habitual speaking rate.

Conclusions

The study of the articulatory effects of speaking rate change poses a host of challenging
problems in speech science. Speech kinematic characterizations of speaking rate change have
focused primarily on measures of movement speed, distance, and phase. Despite a substantial
body of research, many studies report primarily idiosyncratic results. An improved capacity for
the characterization of speaker-general effects of speaking rate may evolve through improved
understanding of articulatory-acoustic relations and improvements in the adequacy of
experimental design and data analysis methods.
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